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Traction Control
By Rick Mammel, RSR President
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Ah, Rules. We all have made
them, followed them, and
broken them. So many of the
daily rules have little or no
consequences if broken, don’t
be rude, don’t pick your nose,
always wash your hands, you
know the drill. As soon as
you get behind the steering
wheel, following the rules takes
on a serious context and not following them is directly
proportionate to loss of cash flow. An area of stringent
rule creation and enforcement that is not as transparent
to the average enthusiast are the ones governing our
favorite motorsports. Of late I have been reminiscing of
the “good old days” of sports cars racing and how current
rule books are the size of telephone books compared to
the 10 page ones from the late 70’s. Those 10 pages worth
of regulations were thought extensive compared to the
CanAm Rules set forth just a few years earlier. Some of the
most successful race teams, manufacture based or private,
were ones that were best at interpreting the sanctioning
bodies draconian controls. To simplify lets substitute “best
at interpreting” with the word “cheat”. Not my choice, I’ve
heard the word cheat every time there was an argument
over interpretation of the rule books golden words.
Porsche has notched up a lot of wins as a manufacturer.
Many of those wins came from creative engineering
to fit their racecars into the narrow band width of the
regulations levied on both sides of the Atlantic. Let’s break
their racecars into two groups, production based and
sports prototypes. The scratch built prototypes with their
“clean sheet of paper” design can easily be brought into a
cohesive and ultimate competition car, production based
competition cars -- not so much. When the base vehicle
is the iconic 911, you have your work cut out for you. The
911 celebrates 50 years of life this year and after all that
time as a world class sports car, I still think it is a poor
design. BUT that poor design, a design based on a legacy
of the previous models, has been completely dominated
by phenomenal engineering. There is an old racer’s saying,
“You can never make a race horse out of a pig, but you can
make a really fast pig!!!” That statement applies to the 911
more than any other car I could slot into it. Now before
you finish the nasty email you are about to send my way
please focus on the word of contention, “design.” A rear
engine with trailing arm suspension is not an optimum

design, especially given the velocities the new 911 could
attain. From the release of the original production 911 the
fixes were on, some patches, some permanent changes
for the production line. One of the “patches” to improve
the handling was to add 24lbs. of cast iron to the outer
corners of the front bumper to offset issues created by all
that overhung rear weight. Improvement continued with
dual batteries doing the same duties as the cast iron and
finally the grand improvement, a lengthening of the rear
trailing arms by 57mm to increase the wheelbase. There
were continual suspension improvements through the 993,
all driven by the Engineering Department. Ralph Nader
never stood a chance !!! At the end of the aircooled 911
production run Porsche pretty much eliminated the poor
rear engine handling traits that the initial models cemented
in people’s minds. I think the media might have overplayed
the “evil” handling stigma. Many times I remember
reading the author’s quote, “it takes a real man to tame
a 911 at speed.” That only enhanced the cars image, but
in reality they seldom were that bad until you were at the
upper limits. That limit though was so much higher than
any other of 911’s contemporaries, whichever of the 5
decades you choose.
When the 911 got to the track in the hands of
professional teams and skilled drivers, the handling ills
were less of a hindrance and more of an asset. In the
hands of a capable driver the cars propensity to oversteer
was capitalized to aide in getting the car to rotate in the
corner. Add the yet to be mentioned advantages of the
rear engine layout, balanced braking and rearward weight
transfer providing monster rear grip, and the 911 became
a menace on the track. To put it simply, handling, no
matter how marginal, is only used through 50% of the
corner, the rest is traction out and heavy braking in. Both
these 911 features cannot be bested, and the privateers
and Porsche factory continued to improve the handling
portion to the point there was no detriment to having
the engine in the rear. Add that extremely efficient and
reliable powertrain and the world beater was created.
Part of making the 911 the iconic world beater was the
aforementioned rule makers annual book of do’s and
don’t’s. This only expounded the genius of Porsche
Motorsport Engineering to go into Rules Interpretation
Overdrive. What impresses me most about the Porsche
factories assault, and that’s what it was when they started
to transform their production sports GT into a pure breed
race car, is their ability to create racing parts that plug right

into the stock location. Anyone could purchase these bits
from the Motorsport Department and bolt them right into
their street car. If you look 3 to 4 years into the future,
many of these performance parts/improvements start to
appear as standard production car features. As for the
rules interpretation, there were two examples that top my
favorites list. The 935/78 needed to look like a 911 but the
new “silhouette” rules left some very subjective openings,
probably because they figured no one would build a
completely new car. Both ends and the wheel arches are
“free” so when you look at a 935/78 “Moby Dick” you are
sure to recognize the windshield, roof and door openings.
However, except for the roof there are no other stock parts
on the exterior. Instead the car has a fiberglass body with a
complete aluminum frame underneath. But………. it is still
a 911 based on the interpretation of the rules.
My second favorite is incorporated in the same car. The
rules stated the motor had to use the production block
and internals, but design of the cylinder head was “free.”
For Porsche that meant keeping the air cooled cylinders
and standard crankcase. The aircooled cylinder heads
posed a problem in that there was no way to get large

valves in there and keep the aircooling. So Porsche made a
watercooled 4-valve DOHC head and had it electron beam
welded to the aircooled cylinder. The 935 was already
making a reliable 750 hp. This took it to 840 hp. Honestly,
how much horsepower do you need? Porsche could never
answer that question with any finality, there was always
more to extract if the rule makers or competition pushed
too hard against the beloved 911. Happy 50th birthday
little 901.

A watercooled 4-valve DOHC head on an aircooled cylinder.

Time With Tim -- January
By RSR Editor Mike O’Rear with photos by Glenn Trapp

On January 26 Time With Tim featured President Rick
Mammel explaining his experiences in race car fabrication.
The ins and outs of metal and body fabrication, including
the use of a wide variety of fasteners, and various welding
techniques, kept the crowd’s attention.

Tim Pott followed-up with an unrelated showing and
discussion of a Porsche 996 engine that met a horrible fate,
shown below.

Who knew there were so many kinds of fasteners on a race car?
Not a pretty picture -->

Who knew there were so many
kinds of fasteners on a race car?
The usual suspects -->
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RSR Calendar of Events
March 16 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted by
Tim Pott

July 12 (Fri.): Rolling Sculpture Car Show -- Main Street,
Ann Arbor, MI

April 20 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted by
Tim Pott

July 13 (Sat.): MIS & Irish Hills Tour -- Hosted by David &
Norah Cooper.

May 14 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education, Beginners’ Day
- Waterford Hills

July 16 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education - Waterford Hills

May 18 (Sat.): Tour of Auburn Museum -- hosted by
Matt Huber
May 31 - June 2 (Fri.-Sun.) Belle Isle Grand Prix Porsche
Car Corral. Hosted by Rick Mammel
June 15 (Sat.): Air Cooled Show at the Gilmore -- Host
needed.
June 23 - 30 (Sun.-Sun.): 2013 Porsche Parade in Traverse
City, Michigan
June 28 - 30 (Fri.-Sun.): RSR Porsche Parade Drivers’
Education -- Grattan Raceway. Go to
http://parade2013.pca.org/hpde.html for more details.

July 28 (Sun.): 35th Annual Concours d’Elegance, featuring the Porsche 911 -- The Inn at St. John’s, Plymouth,
MI
August 16 (Fri.): Dream Cruise Party --details TBD
August 20 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education - Waterford
Hills
September 20 - 22 (Fri.-Sun.): RSR Drivers’ Education GingerMan Raceway, South Haven, MI
October 12 (Sat.): RSR Color Tour & Safari -- Hosted by
Stewart and Sally Free
November 10 or 17 (Sun.): RSR Polar Bear Run -Hosted by Sebastian Gaeta
December 7 (Sat.): RSR Holiday Party -- details TBD

For more information on surrounding area events, see “In the Zone” on page 16.

Rally Sport Region’s Track Committee was formed
last year to assist Track Chair Christian Maloof in
hosting our popular track events. The committee
has made significant progress in improving registration procedures, expanding attendance and
this year will be adding a second weekend event.
But the committee needs your assistance. We
need volunteers to help with:
> on-site event registration
> vehicle technical inspections, and
> management of the starting grid.
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Please watch for details on how you can volunteer as the track season gets underway. Help us
continue to make our track days the premier DE
events in Michigan.

Membership
Current Membership 422*
New Members
Brenda Herrera-Reed &
Edward Gudky
Canton, MI
2012 White 911 Carrera S

Phil Mather
Adrian, MI
1976 Gray 930

Matthew & Doug Reed
Canton, MI
2012 White 911 Carrera S

Member Anniversaries
Alan Vayda............................................ 25
Gary Stellmach..................................... 24
Sebastian Gaeta.................................... 19
Jack Dunlap.......................................... 18
Thomas Elsner...................................... 18
Michael Jahs......................................... 15
Ernesto Roedenbeck............................. 15
James Lang........................................... 14
Charles Price......................................... 14

William Mainwaring..............................
Arnie Spieker.........................................
Jack Phillips............................................
Daniel Lord............................................
Gary Egbert...........................................
Jim Thornton.........................................
Shabier Raffee.......................................

9
9
8
6
5
2
1

* Includes 241 Primary Members

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 6400
Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama
and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with
PCA national.
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The History of Porsche Fuel Systems (Part 3)
By RSR Vice-President and crack Porsche Technician/Mechanic, Tim Pott

This third installment of the Fuel Systems series will deal
solely with the Bosch CIS fuel injection. This system was
a result of the need to meet emission and fuel mileage
standards, and it fit the bill very nicely. The acronym, CIS,
stands for “Constant Injection System”. The German moniker is “K-Jetronic”, the “K” standing for the German word
“Konstant”. The idea for this type of system is simplicity;
the injectors are firing all the time so there is no need for
timing the injection event. This system is perhaps the
most ubiquitous fuel injection system used by most of the
European auto manufacturers with Porsche leading the
way. In mid 1973 production, the 911 was equipped with
the CIS system which replaced the Bosch High Pressure
Pump system discussed in last month’s installment. VW,
Audi, Mercedes Benz, Volvo and most other European auto
manufacturers used this CIS injection at one point or another. CIS had a long run, from the early 70’s into the mid
90’s this system could be found on European imports. Early
teething problems were resolved throughout its tenure
and the system was extremely reliable and quite simple to
trouble shoot. CIS was modified throughout the production
run in order to meet on going, ever more stringent emission regulations.

The early CIS systems were almost completely mechanical. The only electrical controls were the 12 volt current
supplied to the warm up regulator, control pressure
regulator, auxiliary air regulator and cold start valve with a
thermo-time switch.
The heart of this system is the fuel distributor. Fuel is
delivered from a high pressure, high volume delivery pump
and the system pressure is regulated at the fuel distributor.
The fuel distributor has individual outlets for each injector
and one central inlet port on the top of the distributor for
control pressure. The control pressure pushes against the
control plunger that is in the center of the fuel distributor.
This plunger is then connected to a lever arm that has an
air sensor plate attached to it that is moved by incoming
air to the engine. As the control plunger is moved upward
within the central bore of the fuel distributor, a metered
slot is exposed allowing fuel to move into the upper chamber of the fuel distributor where it displaces a valve and
delivers fuel flow to each injector. The higher the control
piston travels, the larger the slot becomes and a greater
amount of fuel flows to each injector. The fuel distributor
is divided into upper and lower sections by a separating

The Basic Layout of the Fuel System
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Continued facing page

plate; the early versions used a stainless steel plate which
was later replaced by a composite material that was less
prone to degradation from corrosion.
The injectors are nothing more than a fancy pressure
relief valve with a pintle and seat. As pressure is increased
at the injector it reaches its “opening pressure” and the
pintle is lifted off the seat with a vibrating action. This
vibrating action atomizes the fuel as it leaves the injector.
The injector will fire continuously as long as it receives sufficient pressure. When the intake valve is closed, the fuel
is simply injected at the back of the hot valve where it can
vaporize as it waits for the valve to open before it is sucked
into the combustion chamber. Once the valve opens the

Examples of Fuel Injectors.

injector continues to spray fuel which is going directly into
the combustion chamber. Because this system is running
under very high pressure, up to 75 psi, all the fuel lines
leading to and from the fuel distributor are either steel
or a very hard plastic. All the fittings are either the banjo
style or a German designed convex to concave seat, which
are designed to handle the high pressures. One of the big
no-no’s when working on these systems is to use any type
of fuel line other than what is supplied through the original
equipment manufacturer. Should a fuel line with 75 psi of
pressure spring a leak on a hot engine, a major fire is imminent. Engine fires, while not common with these systems,
will melt an entire car down in very short order.
While the above description of this system is the essence, there are various additional devices which are used
to tweak the system in order make the engine drivable
under a wide array of conditions. The cold start valve,
located centrally in the intake plenum, is just an additional electrically fired injector. A thermo-time switch is
wired in series with the cold start valve; below a specified
temperature, the thermo-time switch controls the ground
side of the cold start valve. Only while the starter motor is
running, and ambient temperature is sufficiently low, will
the thermo-time switch provide the necessary ground to

the cold start valve allowing it to fire. The thermo-time
switch, depending on the temperature, will allow the cold
start valve to run up to 13 seconds in order to give the cold
engine the additional fuel that is required to start. The
cold start valve is limited to its 13 seconds of operation to
avoid flooding if the engine refuses to light. There is also
a heating element in the thermo-time switch that heats a
bi-metal spring. The action of this spring is what limits the
ground circuit for the cold start injector. While this combination sounds a bit complex, it is actually quite simple and
trouble free. Rarely does either of these components fail.
Once a cold engine starts, it will continue to require a
richer fuel mixture until the combustion chambers come up
to operating temperature. This is where the “control pressure regulator” (also referred to as a “warm up regulator”)
comes into play. As mentioned previously, control pressure
is applied to the top of the piston in the fuel distributor
providing resistance to the movement of the piston. The
higher the control pressure the less the piston will be
allowed to move. The control pressure regulator reduces
this pressure, allowing the piston to travel further while the
engine is cold. When the piston can travel further, more
fuel pressure and volume is delivered to the injectors,
enriching the fuel to air ratio. The control pressure regulator also has a heating element which acts on yet another
bi-metal spring. As the spring is heated, the control pressure is increased, gradually leaning out the fuel mixture as
the engine warms up. Later models had vacuum controls
added to the control pressure regulator. Manifold vacuum,
always a good indicator of engine load, is applied to the
control pressure regulator. When the throttle is opened
suddenly and manifold vacuum drops, the vacuum signal to
the control pressure regulator lowers the control pressure
at the fuel distributor allowing a temporary enriching of
the fuel mixture to avoid a hesitation or stumble when accelerating. Of all the components in the CIS injection, the
control pressure regulator is perhaps the most common
component that fails. Often the regulator will deliver a
pressure value that is too high which causes poor performance overall but more specifically during the warm up
stages.
When a rich mixture is delivered to a cold engine, there
must be a component to maintain a higher idle speed; this
is the function of an auxiliary air regulator. Air is allowed to
bypass the throttle plates when the engine is started under
cold ambient conditions. This air is metered through the
auxiliary air regulator via a plate with a slot in it that slowly
closes as the engine warms up. The closing action is actuated by yet another heating element which is on the same
circuit as the control pressure regulator. Once the auxiliary
Continued on page 10
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air regulator has closed completely, the engine will idle at
its normal warm idle specification.
One of the challenges of CIS is that the fuel can vaporize
in the fuel lines on a hot day. As the system is essentially
hydraulically actuated, the vapor in the fuel lines (which
is compressible) hampers the system’s ability to actuate injectors and properly regulate pressures. If there is
fuel vapor feeding the injectors instead of liquid fuel, the
system will be too lean and very difficult to start. There are
two components designed to combat these hot start conditions. The first is a simple check valve in the fuel pump
which retains a certain amount of fuel pressure within the
fuel loop after the engine is turned off. The second component is a fuel accumulator which stores fuel under pressure
and slowly releases it if the fuel pressure drops in the fuel
loop. This combination, if functioning properly, will make
hot starts a non-issue.
As emission standards grew more stringent, CIS had to
be updated to run more efficiently to pass these standards.
An oxygen sensor, common to all cars now, was added to
provide feedback to a control unit that is designed to fine
tune the fuel mixture via a frequency valve at the fuel
distributor. As the frequency valve’s duty cycle is altered
through the control unit, pressures between the two
chambers of the fuel distributor are altered ever so slightly
so that the system can maintain a stoichiometric (14.7 to
1) fuel to air ratio. This optimizes catalytic converter function. In later years the frequency valve was replaced by a
differential pressure regulator. The significant difference
between the two is that the differential pressure regulator
is faster and more accurate.
Part of the CIS’s beauty is the fact that diagnosis, once
the system is properly understood, is relatively simple.
The first test to perform when diagnosing CIS is a complete pressure test. This involves hooking a fuel pressure
test gauge equipped with a shut off valve in between the
control pressure regulator and the central piston in the fuel
distributor. From this one set up, system pressure, control
pressure and residual pressure (fuel pump check valve and
fuel accumulator) can all be monitored and recorded. It
is essential to start this test with a cold engine, otherwise
the warm up regulator function will not be checked. The
voltage signal to the control pressure regulator, auxiliary
air regulator, thermo-time switch, and cold start valve can
be checked with a simple test light. The actual function of
these components can be tested manually and observed
whether they are operating properly with visual inspection.
The frequency valve or differential pressure regulator
can be a bit more challenging, requiring a robust multimeter and/or an oscilloscope that can monitor the voltage

patterns, resistances and amperage draw for these components.
Fuel injectors can be evaluated by simply pulling them
from their mounting seats, leaving them hooked up to the
fuel lines, running the fuel pump and then forcing them to
spray by manually actuating the air flow sensor plate. If
they are not thoroughly atomizing the fuel, they should
be replaced with new ones. A flow rate comparison can

Fuel Pressure Gauge and Fittings

also be performed from this same set up by placing the
injectors in graduated cylinders, running the injectors for a
specific length of time and comparing the quantities of fuel
each injector delivers. If there is an unacceptable difference in flow, switch lines at the fuel distributor and run the
flow test again to determine if the delivery problem is with
an injector or the fuel distributor. If the difference in flow
stays with the injector, then the injector is the culprit. If
the difference in flow follows the port of the distributor,
then there is a bad distributor.
Unlike its predecessor, the Bosch High Pressure Pump
system, CIS was primarily an emissions control device. The
CIS fuel system itself was not responsible for horsepower
losses, but fundamental internal changes made to the
engine in order to allow CIS to function optimally does
affect horsepower. These engine changes consisted of 1)
using specially designed piston domes which help swirl the
fuel and air mixture, allowing it to mix more thoroughly
and burn smoothly and, 2) using camshafts with very little
intake to exhaust valve overlap in order to counter the tendency for the engine to backfire. However, both of these
internal engine changes didn’t help overall horsepower
figures for the Porsche 911. Porsche got some of these
horsepower losses back in 1974 as a result of increased
displacement from 2.4 liters to 2.7 liters.

Time With Tim -- February
By RSR President Rick Mammel with photos by Stewart Free and Mike O’Rear

Saturday, February 16th saw another record attendance at
Tim with Time. Attendees constantly comment that these
events are a “Jewel of RSR.” More of the membership and
their friends are craving technical information on their cars,
and Time with Tim is a perfect destination to satiate that
craving.
The group was treated to two presentation including
one from a special presenter Chris Middlemass, former
Director of Turbo Systems for Garrett Turbochargers, put
on a comprehensive presentation on turbocharging from A
to Z. Even the attendees with thorough knowledge of this
precision device stated “I did not know that.” Chris’ vast
knowledge would mean little without his ability to explain
the turbo’s complications in a simple to understand
format. Few were left wanting for more. Following Chris’
presentation Tim gathered the masses around a 964 on
his “state of the art” alignment machine and gave a thorough lesson on the intricacies of suspension adjustments.
Judging by the questions, this was another well received
presentation for this regular third Saturday event. Tim is
always looking for requests for subject matter, so please
contact him with suggestions for future topics. Through
the years he has covered everything Porsche from bumper

Chris Middlemass used Powerpoint slides to explain
turbocharging to more than 30 participants.

Tim mounting alignment
equipment on the 964 wheel.

to bumper, but Tim wants
to keep “Time With Tim”
relevant and interesting.
As always, thank you to
ArborMotion/Renstatt Racing
for opening up their facility,
and to Tim Pott and Chris
Middlemass for making it an
exceptional Time with Tim
for February.

Now Located At:
ArborMotion
669 State Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Email: tcpott@gmail.com
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Milestone Daytona 24 Hour Race
By Regular Contributor, crack race reporter, photographer and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

The 2013 Rolex 24 at Daytona was a milestone race for several reasons. Some might say it truly was the fiftieth running of the race since it was cancelled in 1974 for the gas
crises. But more accurately it was a milestone because it
was the last running of the race under the Grand American
Road Racing Association. Next year there will be new race
management and new racing classes, combining this series
with the American LeMans Series.
This year the odds again seemed to favor Porsche for
a GT class win with fifteen GT3 Cup cars entered. In final
qualifying two GT3 Cup cars led the GT field, with last
year’s champ Magnus racing on pole. Far from any true
advantage, the majority of the GT cars were within three
seconds of the pole. All of the GT cars are handicapped to
maintain parity so a 4 liter GT3 has the same performance
as a 5.2 liter V10 Audi R8 or a 4.5 liter Ferrari 458 Italia.
Selected cars are measured on a chassis dynamometer by
Grand American to assure equality. The newly formed GX
class seemed like a Porsche Cayman benefit. The GX class
was created to give major sponsor Mazda a class to race
in. Mazda took three tube framed RX8 sports cars, bodied
them as 626 sedans and mounted four cylinder turbo diesel engines, a first for Daytona. Two Caymans headed the
GTX field and were only nine seconds off the GT3 Cup pole
time, all with just a 3.8 motor and a standard gear box, the
only standard gearbox in the whole field.
But such is the competition of racing at the Daytona 24
that there were 74 overall lead changes, a new race record.
The Gansu Riley BMW car headed by four time winner
Scott Pruett led across the Velocity Corvette DP by just 22
seconds. The Starworks Ford DP finished 3rd followed by
the Action Express Corvette DP just one lap back. The win
by Scott Pruett tied Daytona legend Hurley Haywood as a
five time winner. In truth Scott is a ten time winner of the

Daytona 24 with the other five wins coming in GT class.
The race distance was 2,474.2 miles which was the shortest race since an identical number of miles covered in the
2008 race, also won by Ganassi. Pruett may have scored
the perfect race; he earned pole position, led all of the first
two hours of the race, drove for the max allowed ten hours
and was in the car that set the fastest lap of the race. The
Ganassi team did their homework and executed with a winning strategy coming right down to a splash of gas pit stop
just minutes from the end.
In the GT class, Porsche GT3s lead easily in the early
hours. Audi sent a strong contingent of four R8 models
powered by V10 motors and driven by their top cadre of
factory drivers. They dominated the closing hours of the
race and would have finished 1- 2 - 3 except that the third
place car ran out of gas on the track on the last lap. The
lead Audi R8 fielded by Alex Job racing finished only 10 laps
behind the DP class cars. Six cars finished on the lead lap
which shows the parity of racing and the importance of
executing a perfect race strategy. The Magnus Racing GT3
finished 5th and the Alex Job fielded GT3 finished 6th. The
Porsche Caymans were the only GTX class cars to finish and
the Napleton Racing entry driven by Shane Lewis and David
Donohue finished only 43 laps behind the winning Audi.
Next year’s Daytona 24 will introduce new classes of
prototype and GT cars. The new race organization will do
it’s best to provide for equal competition. The racers will
do their best to tilt the balance in their own favor. The
race win usually goes to the best team on preparation,
execution, and drivers skill, but in the end it can still come
down to racing luck. For no matter how much planning
and preparation of car and driver, it is still a very long race
and anything can and often does affect the result. That is
what makes 24 hour races exciting to watch.
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Porsche Car Corral
<-- Riley Mark XI Daytona Prototype that won the 2008 Rolex
24 hours with drivers Darren Law and David Donohue.
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Cooper	
  	
  
Import	
  

We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

How Did You Learn To Drive?
Remembering back to my teen years, possibly the most
exciting class I ever took in High School was drivers’ education. The dry classroom sessions learning traffic laws were
rewarded by the improbable thrill of driving at 10 mph
around a make believe town under the eagle eye of the
driving instructor. Parallel parking on the side of a hill was
the ultimate driving challenge. I was lucky enough to convince my father to request stick shift training even though
we didn’t own a stick shift car. I learned on a 1967 beige
Dodge Coronet with a three speed on the column. To
prepare me for the school my father took me to the local
cemetery to practice in our Ford station wagon. From that
basic drivers education I went directly to a state run drivers
test and a license to drive on public roads. To actually hit
55 mph on a freeway for the first time felt like setting the
land speed record. Years later my older brother’s 1967
blue VW gave me my first laps around Waterford Hills following the legendary Vic Skirmants driving another VW as
we lapped a freshly paved track, in both directions, to tamp
it down. Then in 1971 our Porsche club gave me my first
track drivers’ education. Our school back then consisted
of riding with an experienced racer and observing their
technique. We did not have classroom sessions nor did
an instructor ride with us. The track was covered in over
120 traffic cones to add “chicanes only where necessary to
avoid excessive speeds in the hazardous corners.” Instructors were Bill Derouchie, Erhard Dahm, Chris Gahman
and Jeff Lance, all experienced and successful racers at
Waterford.
After “learning Waterford” (actually I am still learning
that track) I branched out to every track I could find from
Mosport, Canada to Blackhawk Farms, Illinois. My racing
fix was satisfied by being on the race crew for several of my
friends staring with a Bugeye Sprite finally to a Lynx Super
Vee. I finally got my own racing experience with the Jim
Russell Driving School at Mt. Tremblant, Quebec. I chose
that school for the favorable dollar exchange rate but also
to experience an historic Grand Prix track in a Formula
Ford. The Jim Russell School was a racing school but it
was my introduction to driving theory plus racing strategy.
Richard Spenard was my instructor and an excellent role
model for driving instructors. It didn’t hurt that he was a
Canadian national champion several times over.
When I married Jane I gave up racing and substituted
instructing drivers’ schools for racing, both moves I have

never regretted since 1987. My first driving school was
with Track Time Inc, based in Columbus. It was based on
existing PCA school formats but raised the bar to a high
professional level and we had annual classes teaching us
how to instruct. All instructors had some race experience and we often had some big name stars among us
such as Elliot Forbes-Robinson, Randy Pobst, Shane Lewis,
TC Klein, Price Cobb and Reed Kryder, and for a while we
became Bobby Rahal’s Track Time Inc. Many of my current
close friends began as regular students of mine at Track
Time events. Before Track Time closed its Performance
School and I lost my instructor gig, I attended two Track
Time Stock Car Schools at MIS. After over 20 years with
Track Time I was very grateful to be able to instruct for
SMR, MVR and RSR DE events. That led to instructing for
Lotus, BMW, and Aston Martin and the BMW with Tire
Rack Street Survival School for teens. Recently I started to
instruct for 10/10ths Motorsports.
That is where your PCA club comes in. Early on, our PCA
club realized how its members could better enjoy the capabilities of our Porsche cars had that remained untapped.
The thrill of extracting that capability and of stretching and
increasing driving skills should be shared. The club stepped
up and offered driving instruction to all members. You
didn’t have to pay for an expensive training program to
get quality training. Yet we see only a fraction of our club
members using this opportunity. Even though you are a
safe driver and a good driver you still could be better. The
misunderstanding about our driver’s education program
is that it is about racing. It is really all about learning car
control and smooth driving technique. You learn about
awareness and concentration and take away skills from
the school that applies to every day driving situations. You
will learn a respect for speed and the proper place to drive
at speed. Best of all, you get to do that learning with a
friendly group of friends who all want you to be as skilled
as they are. Like most things in life, the education never
stops because there is no limit to how much skill you can
acquire. Take advantage of your PCA club’s drivers’ education. I promise you that you will enjoy it and you will grow
in appreciation for the skills you have and the capabilities
of your Porsche, a truly remarkable car that deserves to
have a remarkable driver.
Tom Fielitz
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In the Zone
By Ron Carr
PCA Zone 4 Representative

Spring is just around the corner, and the snowbirds will
be returning from Florida soon- keep an eye out for them
and their motorcoaches. This will be a sure sign of an
early spring! In next month’s article I will have a complete
listing of this summer’s DE events, which start in April and
run through October. Check your local region’s website
and newsletter for the latest details on the many events
close to you that are being planned, and check the Zone 4
Website at http://zone4.pca.org/ for other regions’ events,
such as:
• Check out the local Cars & Coffee events!!! They occur
on a regular basis throughout the country on weekend
mornings. No reservations or commitment requiredjust clean up the car and drive it over. Despite the cold
weather, the following region is planning to participate:
- Maumee Valley Region- Sunday, March 10th, 10:00
am to 1:00 pm, - Central Classic Cars, 8444 W. Central
Ave., Sylvania, OH.
• Join the Mid-Ohio Region for a Beer Tasting on Saturday
March 16th, 2013 from 5:30pm – 8:30pm Eastern Time
at Barley’s Smokehous, 1130 Dublin Rd, Columbus OH
43215; See the region website for additional details.
• The Northern Ohio Region will host its New Member
Party at Porsche of Beachwood 25855 Chagrin Blvd,
Beachwood, OH on Saturday, March 16th, 2013 from
6:30pm – 9:30pm. See the latest region newsletter for
details and registration.
• The Southeast Michigan Region will host a Member
Parade Preview Dinner at Pasquale’s Italian Restaurant,
31555 Woodward Ave. Royal Oak, MI 48073 on Friday,
March 15th, 2013. RSVP by 03/11/13 to Fred Young
586-566-3193, fredyoung@knpanel.com.
• Also in the Southeast Michigan Region area, the SEM
Region is sponsoring a Tech Session at Gilson MotorSports on Saturday, March 23rd, 2013 From 11:00am
to 2:00pm. If you drive your car with spirit, you will not
want to miss this Tech Session. FREE food & refreshments!!! See additional information on the SEM website
or newsletter.
• Join fellow Western Michigan Region members for their
monthly Dinner Drive on Wednesday, March 13th at
6:00 PM (drinks) and 7:00 PM (dinner). Hosts Kurt and
Shirley Wirth have made reservations at the Grattan
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Bar - now known as the Grattan Irish Pub 11817 Old
Belding Road NE (Grand Rapids, MI area) 616.794.1691.
Established in 1937, this restaurant is famous for their
home-cooked meals, soups, and made-from-scratch
pies. Please RSVP by Monday, March 11 by calling
616.956.0249 or sending an email to Kurt at kurtwirthsc356@comcast.net.
• Registration opens (online only) on March 12th for the
58th Annual Porsche Parade to be held in Zone 4 this
year, in Traverse City, MI on June 23-29, 2013. We are
hoping for a large turnout of Zone 4 members to the
first Parade in our Zone in 20 years. Put this event on
your calendar and plan to attend, volunteer to help out
and have fun with PCA members from across the US
and Canada. It will be a great time for all. The Parade
Website is now available at http://parade2013.pca.org/.
Please visit it often as it develops.
Important Notice about Parade Registration: The
basic event registration fee includes the entrant and a
co-entrant. This co-entrant is your affiliate member as
indicated on your PCA member login page. All additional
guests in your party will be charged an additional fee
per the registration rules. If you have not declared an
affiliate member for your PCA membership, do this
before registering for Parade- it will save you time and
money. Contact the PCA National Office at https://www.
pca.org/AboutUs/Contacts.aspx and they can help with
these changes.
Ron

The First Car...Make It Personal and Fun
By RSR Member and regular contributor Jeremy Goddard

I have a couple of friends who have each determined that
their children will learn to drive, and will be safest doing so,
in the largest vehicles they can find for them: one a Suburban, the other a Dodge B-Van. I find this most unfortunate:
how any new driver can learn anything meaningful of the
art while maneuvering such a living room around town is
beyond me. If having “lots of sheet metal around you”
means “the safest vehicle for my child is the largest he can
drive,” the sooner these guys matriculate into their commercial licenses and get to driving Class 8s, the better.
There are other factors which militate against such a
selection. Whenever there is a high-school car crash, it
is most usual that the car was packed with four or five
friends, all having a great time until things went wrong.
And, while the new driver will soon get used to the daunting challenges of negotiating the beastess with its vague
steering and inadequate brakes around the curbs and cars,
the School of Hard Knocks will likely have its input, and
there may be repair and even insurance effects.
When my children got to that magical age, I wanted
them to experience fully the whole joy of driving, and
to open them up to the enjoyment and sensations I had

found with cars. We bought a silver Miata: rear-wheel
drive handling; responsive steering and powerful brakes;
no back seat and the distractions of friends behind; manual
gearbox, for the mastery of up- and down-shifts and hill
starts; inexpensive to buy and to run; and as a bonus, it’s a
convertible. I like that it’s a nimble machine able to turn an
accident into an incident.
When we had three drivers learning, we bought a
second Miata, a red one. Over the five probationary years,
we had but one front-wheel casualty when a little extra
enthusiasm on wet leaves led to understeer and a curb.
The School of Hard Knocks did its best.
Are all three superb drivers today? Not completely, but
they all take driving seriously, are fast and smooth, have
good car control, are situationally aware in the main, and
are mechanically sympathetic and courteous. One is excellent; one shifts too often and too early; one tends to push a
little hard. I’m happy with that.
I wonder how they would have done learning to drive
in a behemoth. I know they had more fun in Miatas, and I
know they had much better primary safety on their side.
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Kaboom! - Catastrophic Engine Failures
Story and photos by Pedro P. Bonilla, Gold Coast Region, PCA (see Pedro’s Garage ad on page 13)

If you go online and check the different Porsche Forums
(including mine, PedrosBoard.com) you’d think that these
failures are a dime-a-dozen.
The truth is that a very small percentage of engines fail,
but when someone has an engine failure the first place
they go is on the Internet and post about their “self-destructing” engine.
You usually don’t read about someone who drove to
work and back safely and his engine didn’t blow up that
day!
So, should you worry about it? I say no. Enjoy your car.
Very few have catastrophic failures.
Having said that, let me try to quickly and simply explain
what these potential failures are:
The one most people worry about is the Intermediate
Shaft Bearing failure. Even though it’s referred to as the
Intermediate Shaft (IMS) failure, what fails is the bearing
at one end, not the Intermediate Shaft itself. All of the
modern water-cooled Porsche engines up to 2008 have a
shaft that runs the length of the underside of the engine
block. This shaft is chain-driven from the crankshaft and in
turn drives the double camshafts on each bank of cylinders. At one end of the IMS is a sprocket which spins on a
bearing. The sprocket is held in place by a small stud that
can break, causing the bearing to fail. The bearing can also
show excessive wear because Porsche used sealed bearings
which are lubricated “for life”.

These bearings eventually, with many miles and many,
many heat cycles can tend to dry up the “lifetime” grease

and because they are sealed and cannot self lubricate with
oil, they can start to wear excessively . Eventually, if not attended to, the wear will allow the end of the IMS to move
a bit which can alter the engine’s timing and catastrophic
engine failure can happen.
If the engine goes, there is generally so much internal
damage that it has to be replaced with either a new or a
used engine ($8,000 - $18,000).
Is there a remedy? Yes, there are several. The easiest one
is to replace the bearing before damage occurs. This can
be done in one of two ways:
1 - Removing the engine from the car, dismantling it and
opening the two engine block halves and replacing the
bearing with either an OEM bearing or with an aftermarket
one.
2 - Replacing the bearing without engine removal with a
popular aftermarket retrofit which uses a stronger, nonsealed bearing. This requires the use of a proprietary
special tool for removal of the OEM and installation of the
new retrofit.
Both of these solutions are costly, much more so the
first one, so my recommendation is that when you need
your clutch replaced is the time to do the IMS retrofit since
the transmission, clutch and flywheel have to be removed
anyway. The IMS bearing sits behind the flywheel.
Some people have been able to catch the problem before complete engine failure occurs. Some have been lucky
when replacing their clutch and caught it just in time while
others were able to observe a foul-smelling oil leak that led
them to replace the IMS bearing before engine failure happened.
Which cars are prone to this failure? All of the M96/
M97 Porsche engines have the IMS and thus are prone
to have the bearing fail. These engines can be found in
1996-2008 Boxsters, 1999-2008 Carreras, and 2006-2008
Caymans. Turbos and GT3s have a different engine architecture and don’t suffer this malady.
We have also seen that tiptronic-fitted cars and cars that
are driven hard, such as those that are tracked on a regular
basis, are much less prone to the IMS bearing failure. We
have seen garage-queen cars that failed at 25,000 miles
and tracked cars (mine) which were still running strong
at 200,000+ miles. Most of the catastrophic IMS failures
come from 1999 - 2000 Carreras and 1997 - 2004 Boxsters
but there have been a few from 997s and 987s as well.
Continued on page 21
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Kaboom from page 19

Porsche has never admitted to having a problem with
the IMS bearing on the M96/M97 engines. Nevertheless,
they changed the design of the IMS no less than 4 times
during the production life of the 996 and 986, they also reinforced the bearings on the IMS and evened out the stress
on the shaft by re designing the cam chains and sprockets
in later model years, especially when the M97 engine was
introduced (on the 997s and 987s). Curiously, the latest
engines (A19) on 2009 and newer cars were completely
redesigned to not have an intermediate shaft.
We have also seen the “D-chunk” failure where the cylinder liner (generally in the center cylinder – No. 2 or No. 5
develops parallel cracks and eventually the bottom edge of
the cracked cylinder releases a chunk in the form of a “D”.
When these cracks develop, just as with the porous block
engines, some coolant may mysteriously “disappear”.

Another one is the bottom-end failure due to oil starvation (on the track with sticky tires – because of the elevated
G-forces that force the oil away from the pump’s intakes –
this also happened to my ’98, but now with 203,000+ miles
on the engine). What generally goes in these failures are
the crankshaft bearings that overheat and break up due to
lack of lubrication when the oil pump goes dry on the high
lateral-force turns every lap.
One catastrophic engine failure that can be avoided
easily by observation is the hydraulic-lock failure caused
by a failed oil breather system also known as the Air / Oil
separator (AOS). This system is designed to distill oil from
the crankcase vent and return the liquid oil back into the
engine. When it fails, liquid oil can be drawn into the inlet
system causing a hydraulic-locked engine and catastrophic
failure. If your car starts smoking heavily on startups on a
regular basis it’s generally a telltale sign of a bad AOS. A
big cloud of smoke once in a blue moon is normal, but not
constantly.
There had been a few other engine failures which are

rarely seen anymore. On the late model 1997 to early 1999
Boxsters there were the porous engine blocks. Because the
Boxster was such an unexpected sales success, Porsche had
to quickly ramp up production and a few hundred porous
blocks delivered to the assembly line from their contractor
went undetected by their quality control procedures. Cars
with porous engines started filtering coolant into the oil
through microscopic pores in the cylinders. The engines
that failed this way were generally replaced by Porsche
at little to no cost to the owner (even when these cars
were out of warranty – this happened to my ’98 at 27,000
miles when the warranty at the time only covered through
24,000 miles or 2 years).
Porsche was able to recall most of the porous blocks,
but because of the production boom they tried to salvage
the situation by boring the cylinders and pressing in a special sleeve into the cylinder thereby sealing the pores. The
fix worked, but some of these engines had a slipped sleeve
which required Porsche to also replace those engines as
well.

Porsche has never disclosed the failure rates in the
M96/M97 engines. Some Internet figures have these failure rates as high as 20-25% of all engines, but from what
I’ve seen in my own experience and also in discussions with
many other independent Porsche techs who specialize in
engine rebuilds, I’m a firm believer that the catastrophic
engine failure rate in the aforementioned engines is only
1 - 2%. That means that 98 -99% of the engines will lead
long and healthy lives!
I think I’ll just go for a drive now.
To find out more about our cars and their engines, please
visit my website at: www.PedrosGarage.com.
Happy Porsche-ing,
Pedro
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, February 5, 2013

Rick Mammel: President........................................Present
Tim Pott: Vice President.........................................Present
Tom Bloom...............................................................Absent
Jim Christopher, Past President & Advertising.........Absent
Dave Cooper (Events Chair)......................................Absent

Jim Dowty (Insurance Chair).....................................Absent
John Kytasty.............................................................Present
Christian Maloof (Track Chair)..................................Absent
Ron Pruette..............................................................Absent
Al Wright.................................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present:
Jay Fash, David Finch, Stewart Free, George Gilligan,
Jeremy Goddard, Matt Huber, Mary Ann and Dan Kantrow, Burghard Linn (Treasurer), Peter Maehling, and Mike
O’Rear (Editor) .

introduce himself and help them during the event.

Call to Order: Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at
7:27PM at Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth, MI.
President’s Report: The auto show event was a success. Parade preparations are underway. Registration for
Parade will begin March 8. PCA National will not support
a Porsche Corral at the Bell Isle Grand Prix unless we get
more cars. Rick would still like to get a hospitality tent but
we would need a sponsor.
Meeting Minutes: The December meeting minutes were
reviewed. Minutes approved.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the December
2012 and January 2013 Financial Reports. He also reviewed the RSR Income/ Expenses (2011 vs. 2012) Report.
Reports approved
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: No report.
Goodie Store: No report.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn Trapp emailed that we are holding
steady at 240 members.
Track Report: Dave Finch is contacting David Donahue to
support the Grattan Event. He will find out how much he
would charge. There will be a National DE meeting after
the President’s meeting in March. Rick wants to be informed when new people will be at the track so that he can

Newsletter: Newsletter deadline is February 17. Rick
acknowledged Mike’s work on the last newsletter. Rick
received many favorable emails from the members on the
latest issue. Mike will be adding a note in the next newsletter so that our members support our advertisers. National
is looking for submissions to the newsletter contest and
Mike will submit the best two newsletters from 2012.
There was also discussion about changing the size of our
newsletter.
Website: No report.
Events Committee: We have the following events planned
for 2013:
• March 16: Time with Tim
• April 20: Time with Tim
• May 18: Time with Tim
• May 18: Auburn Cord Duesenberg Automobile Museum. – Matt Huber
• May 31: Detroit Grand Prix, Porsche Corral – Rick Mammel
• June 15: Air-Cooled Gathering at the Gilmore Museum
• June 23-29: Parade in Traverse City
• July 13: Irish Hills Lake Tour & MIS
• July 28: Concours d’Elegance at St. John’s. The 911 50th
Anniversary Display is still looking for un molested 911’s
(please email davecarrera4@gmail.com if you have any
leads):
- 1969 911 S/T
- 1973 Carrera RSR
- 1974 IROC
- 1978 934/935
- 2010-12 997 RSR
- 2011 997 GT3-R Hybrid
- 993 Turbo S
- 1976 or 1977 930 Turbo (early Turbo)
(Continued on page 27)
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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275
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

What Top Gear Gets Wrong
By RSR Member and regular contributor Jeremy Goddard

…We’re not all twelve year-olds
There’s no doubt that Jeremy Clarkson and his team make
a valuable contribution to raising awareness among the
driving population about what cars can be like and how
they can perform. Rarely anywhere else are we afforded
the experience of riding in a Pagani Zonda, Arial Atom or
other exotica around their track to see how these compare
in expert hands. They also provide an interesting comparative-skills study in taking a fairly disparate sampling
of people – chiefly celebrities and entertainers, with the
occasional politician or F1 driver – and challenging their
driving skills against the clock around their track in their
captive “reasonably-priced car.” The most unlikely people
have proven surprisingly quick, …and vice versa.
When they are serious, the odd mix in the team provides a varied and, even, valid set of inputs and opinions
about the cars they mess around with informal roadtesting.. Certainly, they are refreshingly opinionated and
politically incorrect, and have no qualms about calling a
car awful if they find it so. (Try to find such solid criticism
in the US press of any of the universally-golden products
under test; the difference there is surely that the BBC is not
beholden to advertising revenue.)

I’m okay with the occasional cross-country forays: a
race up a mountain between rock-climbers and the new
Audi RS4; the Geneva to London challenge between
Cessna 172 and Bugatti Veyron; 250 miles up the coast of
Vietnam by moped; the City of London to the City Airport
competition between public transport, bicycle, large SUV
and offshore powerboat; even London to Edinborough
by Flying Scotsman on the footplate, in a Jaguar XK120 or
astride a Brough Superior. Fun stuff, and viewers at home
are exposed to wonderful scenery and tasty machinery
alike, along with an amusing competition and tension-filled
outcome.
My heartburn comes when they get serious about
amusing The Twelve-year-old. For me, it all comes across
as achingly disrespectful: drifting a CLK63 Black until the
tires are sparking on the steel belts; smoking burnouts on a
LeMans C-Type; pursuing the destruction of a noble Toyota
pickup or ancient 911, just because they are so tough,
durable - and forever plucky…
For me, it is like watching them set a cat’s tail afire or
pull the wings off flies, just to see what happens… and, for
me, this oft-seen lack of respect for a beautiful machine
robs this otherwise-interesting show of its appeal.

to benefit

Parts, Collectibles, Toys,
Cars, Literature & More!

Sunday, March 24th
10:00 am to 4:00 pm

for more info
Munk's is cleaning out the back room
and will donate half of its proceeds
from used parts plus $2 from each
door entry to Lighthouse of Oakland County.
Other vendors will also be on hand.
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1988 Porsche 944 Race Car: ITS Class Champion. Optimized to ITS
specifications
and competitive
in NASA GTS1 or
944 Cup. Contact
Christian Cook at
313-610-8511 or
christiancook43@
yahoo.com for
lots of additional
details. (3/13)
2003 Porsche Boxster S, Speed Yellow / Blk Interior. 3.2L
258HP, manual trans, 18” Carrera wheels with colored
crests, Heated seats, PSM, On-board computer, Wind
deflector, Hard top. Maintenance records, currently 52,000
miles. Available in April. Contact Glenn Trapp at 810-5993133 or gtrapper@gmail.com (01/13)
1985 Porsche 944: Garnet Red Metallic with leather seats.
18,500 miles all original pristine condition, always garaged.
Monterey digital radio, 4-spoke sport steering wheel, sport
shocks, sun roof. Copy of invoice with options available.
Asking $ 10,000. Contact Steve Lewis 810.560.5646
lewie1948@comcast.net (01/13)
1997 Porsche Boxster: red blk leather interior, 2.5L
5- speed
manual trans,
103,000 miles,
2 sets of turbo
wheels, 3 sets
of tires, 3
owner car, all
maintenance
records. ROW
springs that lower car 1 inch. Brey Krause roll bar extension with 6 point seat belts. Great road and DE car. $9,500.
Contact Gary Egbert at 734-765-0408 (11/12)
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2002 Porsche 911 C2: Polar Silver with Metropolitian Blue
Interior. Tiptronic Turbo S transmission. 3.6L 320 HP. 18”
Turbo Alloy wheels. Rear tires have about 5000 miles on
them. Driver and Passenger Seats are power with lumbar

support. Full leather. Very clean, runs excellent. Nonsmoker. 90K miles mostly highway. Litronic Headlights,
power sunroof, three spoke steering wheel. No issues.
One of the nicest 996’s available. Contact Michael Pillay at
810-635-7767 or at pillayyu@gmail.com (10/12)
1987 Porsche 911: 88,000 miles. Guards Red with Black
Leather interior. Factory whale tail and front spoiler.
Excellent condition, no snow, no smokers. Radar detector. Maintained the last 22 years by Tim Pott at Rennstatt.
$25,500.00. Contact Tim Pott 734 972 7194 or Bob Helber
(owner) 734 649 9550. (10/12)

OTHER ITEMS
Bosch Mechanical Fuel Injection System:

Removed from my 80K mi. 1972 911T in 1983. Snug
throttle shafts, pump turns smoothly. Very clean - all
components included less fuel filter console - $2,500.
Contact Karl for details, pix @ 734.904.7972 / kschulz2@
gmail.com. (03/13)
16” Dunlop Performance Winter Tires & Elbrus Rims:
Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D
Performance Winter tires
are for sports cars, coupes
and sedans with OEM
low profile tires on large
diameter alloy wheels.
Tires are mounted on 16”
Elbrus, 5-Spoke 102 Silver
Machined, one-piece; cast
rims w/ice coating. Used on
BMW 128i for two winters. 8-9/32” tread left. $600. Contact Michael Kimber 248-310-2184 or mkimber@comcast.
net (12/12)
CCW - C10 18” forged wheels: Purchased last year and
used for 2 seasons are a set of Complete Custom Wheels
(CCW) style C10 with black anodized finish. Very light

weight and all in good condition, run straight and true.
9x18-50 and 12x18-50 used on
a 2007 GT3RS. Will fit 997 wide
body and 996 wide body with
1/4” spacer on rear. $2,000
Call Tom Krueger at 313-5702223 or thomasjkrueger@
gmail.com (12/12)
OEM GT3 Seats: excellent condition w/ slide rails, removed

Schroth Profi II HANS 6pt Belts: Brand new in black with
snap-in attachments (valid until 2017). I purchased these
and then went with the Hybrid II HANS 6pt instead.
$600 for both (save $120 compared to cheapest price
I’ve found). Contact: Rich Chang (rpcpublic@gmail.com)
(10/12)
For sale: 3 sets of new Pirelli Racing Slicks: 235 x 19 &
295 x 19. 1 set is $1,500, 2 sets are $2,600 and 3 sets are
$4,000. Tom Green, (w) 734-429-5958, (c) 734-417-0030.
Saline, MI. (12/12)
Items for sale: 944 turbo exhaust system (Borla) used less
than 100 miles, T304 stainless steel, A1 condition, $800
new, $500 or best offer. Bray Kraus strut brace, $250 new,
$175 or best offer. Call between 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily at 248-967-0173. If no answer feel free to call my cell
at 248-219-9945 or e-mail: cjones1030@aol.com (09/12)

from 2007 GT3RS I believe they will fit 996, 997 and
Caymans, $4,000 new, $2,000. Call Tom Krueger 313-5702223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (12/12)

TODD J. MIERZWIAK
PRESIDENT

WESTGATE

INSURANCE AGENCY

3450 W. CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 344
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 536-2213 FAX (419) 536-0221
CELLULAR (419) 283-5593
www.westgateagency.com
todd@westgateagency.com

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please
contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.

(Meeting Minutes from page 23)

• August 16
Dream Cruise event. The restaurant will have bleachers
for prime cruise viewing. Also a fee will be charged to
support a scholarship for a Porsche technician.
• October 12
Color Tour – Stewart & Sally Free
• October ?
• November 10
Polar Bear Run -- Top down event - Sebastian.
• December 7
Holiday Party
New Business:
• Richard Chang and Wes Nardoni have been asked to join
the track committee.
Meeting adjourned: 8:50p.m. Minutes taken by: Mary
Ann Kantrow
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©2011 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. Optional equipment shown is extra. *To qualified customers through
Porsche Financial Services. See your participating authorized Porsche dealer for details.

There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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